Qatar Sports Arbitration Foundation (QSAF) will accommodate the offices of the CAS Ad Hoc Division during the 2022 FIFA World Cup. In addition, Josoor Institute and the Qatar Academy will provide the necessary legal training and practical training to prepare legal professionals who are interested in sports arbitration which will enable them to be international sports arbitrators according to the international standards.

Furthermore, Qatar International Court and Dispute Resolution Centre will provide the necessary legal and legal support to enable Qatari Sports Arbitration Foundation to operate until its headquarters are completed.

Qatar Sports Arbitration Foundation, under the auspices of His Highness the Amir, has signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Qatar Olympic Committee to ensure that the State of Qatar has taken many steps to regulate the sports sector in order to be more transparent, one of the most important of these steps is the establishment of QICDRC, which is an independent organisation to resolve all sports-related disputes in accordance with the best international standards.

The cooperation created for the sports sector will enable them to be independent arbitral bodies that guarantee the application of laws in accordance with both national and international standards.

The cooperation we are witnessing today between the different sports organisations in the country will ensure the optimal exploitation of resources with each organisation working hard without any waste or repetition of resources”, His Highness Sheikh Joaan said.

He concluded his statement by saying that Qatar is proud of the cooperation carried out by the Foundation through signing these agreements, most notably the co-operation agreement with the International Council of Arbitration for Sports (ICAS) to be the first of its kind which reflects the confidence of international organisations in the State of Qatar and its sports environment.

On his part, His Excellency Hassan al-Thawadi, Secretary General of the Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy (SC) said: “We are pleased to witness the delivery of the services of the CAS Ad Hoc Division during the 2022 FIFA World Cup. We are confident that the cooperation between the various judicial and academic institutions is very enhanced in these circumstances. We see this step as the first of its kind for the Court of Arbitration for Sports (CAS) and the memorandum of understanding aims to make Qatar Sports Arbitration Foundation a perfect location for the tribunal and the CAS Ad Hoc Division during the 2022 FIFA World Cup.

He added that the cooperation we are witnessing today between the various judicial and academic institutions is very enhanced in these circumstances. We see this step as the first of its kind for the Court of Arbitration for Sports (CAS) and the memorandum of understanding aims to make Qatar Sports Arbitration Foundation a perfect location for the tribunal and the CAS Ad Hoc Division during the 2022 FIFA World Cup.

He concluded his statement by saying that Qatar is proud of the cooperation carried out by the Foundation through signing these agreements, most notably the co-operation agreement with the International Council of Arbitration for Sports (ICAS) to be the first of its kind, which reflects the confidence of international organisations in the State of Qatar and its sports environment.

John Coates, President of the International Council of Arbitration for Sport (ICAS) and Khalil al-Muhannadi, President of Qatar Sports Arbitration Foundation (QSAF), signed a Memorandum of Understanding between QICDRC and Qatar Sports Arbitration Foundation (QSAF) to ensure that the two institutions have the necessary legal and legal support to enable them to be independent arbitral bodies that guarantee the application of laws in accordance with both national and international standards.

The cooperation created for the sports sector will enable them to be independent arbitral bodies that guarantee the application of laws in accordance with both national and international standards.

Furthermore, Qatar International Court and Dispute Resolution Centre will provide the necessary legal and legal support to enable Qatari Sports Arbitration Foundation to operate until its headquarters are completed.

John Coates, President of the International Council of Arbitration for Sport (ICAS) and Khalil al-Muhannadi, President of Qatar Sports Arbitration Foundation (QSAF), signed a Memorandum of Understanding between QICDRC and Qatar Sports Arbitration Foundation (QSAF) to ensure that the two institutions have the necessary legal and legal support to enable them to be independent arbitral bodies that guarantee the application of laws in accordance with both national and international standards.

The cooperation created for the sports sector will enable them to be independent arbitral bodies that guarantee the application of laws in accordance with both national and international standards.
Golden Gruber grabs victory in kitefoiling nail-biter

By Sports Reporter

German world and European champion Florian Gruber of Germany won two consecutive races as the final to become the first men’s Kitefoil Racing ANOC World Beach Games champion. It was the third gold medal win of his career. Gruber had to win two consecutive races and when the final was finished, Gruber of Rome won to number 10 in order to win the race.

In a tight first race, the German edged out fellow rivals around 15 kilometres per hour to keep the overall title, with Gruber of Rome, Spain winning first and fourth place.

In the second, Gruber enjoyed a mark and had to lead back, keeping the New Open for German speed to fast and claim a sensational victory.

In the men’s Kitefoil gold medal, it was Gruber who led the race, as overall, he was first, and it was also yellow to close the mark at the last round.

It added that the windy conditions at Katara Beach, pushing ahead of it before today, also had a great effect.

It was my conditions today. I really liked it and I had a really good feeling. I train quite often with the same people, so it was a bit shaky and patchy out there and in Katara, so the wind was where I trained. I have these conditions, so it was good for me to train.

Meanwhile, Gruber admitted he had helped to keep him to the final after winning the ANOC World Beach Kitefoil Championship last year. The Frenchman outperformed Gruber throughout the opening stages, taking both blue flag and being in the top two, but was eventually sanctioned by a red flag and the second, and final, trial

It was a night to remember for him, as overall, he was first, was disqualified for crossing the mark, and it was also yellow to close the mark at the last round.

Gruber had to win two consecutive races and when the final was finished, Gruber of Rome won to number 10 in order to win the race.

In a tight first race, the German edged out fellow rivals around 15 kilometres per hour to keep the overall title, with Gruber of Rome, Spain winning first and fourth place.

In the second, Gruber enjoyed a mark and had to lead back, keeping the New Open for German speed to fast and claim a sensational victory.

In the men’s Kitefoil gold medal, it was Gruber who led the race, as overall, he was first, and it was also yellow to close the mark at the last round.

It added that the windy conditions at Katara Beach, pushing ahead of it before today, also had a great effect.

It was my conditions today. I really liked it and I had a really good feeling. I train quite often with the same people, so it was a bit shaky and patchy out there and in Katara, so the wind was where I trained. I have these conditions, so it was good for me to train.

Meanwhile, Gruber admitted he had helped to keep him to the final after winning the ANOC World Beach Kitefoil Championship last year. The Frenchman outperformed Gruber throughout the opening stages, taking both blue flag and being in the top two, but was eventually sanctioned by a red flag and the second, and final, trial.
Brazil win big in mixed doubles beach tennis

By Reporter

After a night of disappointments and shocks in the beach volleyball, Brazilian Baran-Miller beat French duo Gianotti and Hoarau in final; Font-Cortez take bronze

The couple took the court leading 2-1, which they were able to hold on to, pushing the set to a tie-break. The duo then went on to win the bronze medal final over Italy.

In the other semi-final, Font (foreground, right) and Joana Cortez — playing together in the second game of the tournament — were able to win the bronze medal final over Italy.

In the semi-finals, Baran and Miller were able to tie the set at two games apiece before winning four of the next six games to take the title. Neither team was able to force a tie-break, falling behind 2-0 in the first set.

In the women’s 50kg final, Georgia’s Biblantal Onyebuchi was relishing her moment of glory: “I don’t know how I made it. But I wanted this medal so much. ‘We had more chances than our opponents. Ozturk concluded: ‘I strongly believed that I could win the bronze medal final over Italy’s Francesca Indelicato, left and Ralika Boulanger, background, with press CONTACTS and louise Medallists Veronique Vance (foreground, right) and Daina Curots of Latvia during the mixed doubles beach tennis medals ceremony yesterday. (Laurel Photo Services)
We all have something special we can contribute to our various teams.
McKee Mara scored a goal and had two assists, leading the Washington Capitals to a 4-3 win over the Lightning in Game 4 of the Eastern Conference finals on Wednesday. The Capitals lead the series 3-1, and can advance to the Stanley Cup finals with a win in Game 5 on Friday.

The Capitals, who got 36 saves from goalie Braden Holtby, got goals from T.J. Oshie, Nicklas Backstrom and Chandler Stephenson to win for the third time in four games against the Lightning. Oshie gave the Caps a 2-0 lead after 1:32 of the first period, scoring on a power play from the left faceoff circle.

The Lightning’s Anttila scored a goal and an assist, and Nikita Kucherov had two assists as the Tampa Bay Lightning won 5-2 to even the Stanley Cup finals with the Washington Capitals at 1-1. The Lightning scored four goals in the first period, with Anttila scoring twice.

Kucherov was named the first star of the game, with Anttila the second and Holtby the third.

In other NHL action, the St. Louis Blues scored four goals in the first period and held off the New York Rangers for a 4-2 win in Game 4 of the Western Conference finals. The Blues lead the series 3-1, and can advance to the Stanley Cup finals with a win in Game 5 on Friday.

The Blues, who got 36 saves from goalie Jake Allen, got goals from Pat Maroon, Brayden Schenn, Jaden Schwartz and Zach Parise to win for the second time in three games against the Rangers. Maroon gave the Blues a 2-0 lead after 1:15 of the first period, scoring on a power play from the left faceoff circle.

The Rangers, who got 36 saves from goalie Henrik Lundqvist, got goals from Kevin Hayes and Artemi Panarin to win for the third time in four games against the Blues. Hayes gave the Rangers a 2-1 lead after 1:15 of the first period, scoring on a power play from the right faceoff circle.

The Blues won 5-2 and have a 3-1 lead in the series. Game 5 is Friday in St. Louis.
Big guns rolling in for PGA Tour’s Asian riches

All eyes will be on the health of Woods as he makes another comeback

The US Open Tiger brothers off its new-born Asian swing for the first time in years today with the world’s top players by the side of their national flag.

This week’s $4.7tn (CNY 324bn) event is the 13th in a row to feature Tiger Woods, who has won 15 majors and six US Opens.

In total, Tiger has won 18 titles in 13 major championships, including three US Open titles.

The Asia-Pacific region is set to host the 14th Open this weekend, with the world’s top players set to compete.

The event is the biggest in Asia since 2017 and will feature some of the world’s top players, including Tiger Woods, Rory McIlroy, and Jason Day.

The event is expected to attract a large number of spectators, with the Asian market increasingly becoming a prime destination for major golf tournaments.

The event is also set to attract a large number of media and corporate partnerships, with the Asian market becoming an increasingly attractive market for major golf tournaments.
**SPORT**

**RSVP**

PSG's Icardi relieved focus back on football after Inter circus

At Inter Milan, Icardi was stripped of the captaincy amid a long contract dispute
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Tokyo Olympics: Marathons and walks could be moved to Sapporo over heat fears
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Tokyo Olympics: Marathons and walks could be moved to Sapporo over heat fears
Spain qualify with Sweden draw, Ireland forced to wait

Spain became the sixth team to qualify for next summer’s tournament, thanks to Rodrigo Moreno’s dramatic last-gasp equaliser.

**EURO 2020 QUALIFYING RESULTS**

Group G:
- At Geneva, Switzerland: Sweden 2 (Lundin 64, Deulofeu 93) - Ireland 0
- At Gibraltar: Gibraltar 0 - Spain 7 (Belotti 70, 90+2, Romagnoli 71, Cavani 77, El Shaarawy 82)

Group A:
- At Torshavn: Faroe Islands 1 (Baldvinsson 84) - Austria 0
- At Athens: Greece 2 (Korstidis 2, Belotti 70, 90+2, Romagnoli 71) - Latvia 0
- At Tirana: Albania 3 (Arifi 82, Kastrati 90, Dragusha 91+2) - North Macedonia 0

Group C:
- At Vienna: Austria 3 (Vogts 7, Kastrati 90, Dragusha 91+2) - Slovenia 2
- At Reykjavik: Iceland 1 (Arnason 71) - Estonia 0

Group D:
- At Warsaw: Poland 1 (Jedrzejczyk 51) - Israel 0
- At Stockholm: Sweden 2 (Lundin 64, Deulofeu 93) - Northern Ireland 1 (O’Connor 16)
- At Malta: Malta 0 - Iceland 2 (Olsson 65, Barzegar 90+2)

Group F:
- At Stockholm: Sweden 1 (Östberg 38) - Norway 0
- At Riga: Latvia 1 (Tovs 4) - Switzerland 0
- At Bern: Switzerland 5 (El-Hammamy 8, Gruaz 81, El-Naggar 89, El-Shaarawy 90+3) - Austria 0
- At Sofia: Bulgaria 0 - The Netherlands 1 (Marty 66)

Group G:
- At Prague: Czech Republic 1 (Hradec 84) - France 0
- At Luxembourg: Luxembourg 0 - Estonia 2 (Tall 85, 89)
- At Trondheim: Norway 2 (Vallås 39, Rogn 72) - Serbia 0
- At Valletta: Malta 2 (Resende 45, 48) - Northern Ireland 0

**QUALIFYING TALLY**

Group G:
- Sweden: 7 points from 5 games (3 wins, 1 draw, 1 loss)
- Spain: 12 points from 5 games (4 wins, 1 draw, 0 losses)
- Ireland: 3 points from 5 games (1 win, 3 losses)
- Malta: 0 points from 5 games (0 wins, 5 losses)

**GROUP J WINNERS**

Group J winners Italy, who maintained their 100% record with an eighth straight win — 5-1 against Liechtenstein.

**FIFA World Rankings**

Italy: 6th (World No. 1) - Spain: 11th (World No. 2) - Ireland: 36th (World No. 10)

**Italy’s Resurgence**

“It’s a question of how many goals can we score,” Italy coach Roberto Mancini said, after his team qualified for Euro 2020. “The goal is to win every match, and today we did it with a great performance.”

**Spain’s Qualification**

Spain became the sixth team to qualify for Euro 2020, thanks to Rodrigo Moreno’s last-gasp equaliser in Stockholm.

**Squash**

**Farag to begin title defence against Kandra at PSA Worlds**

World No. 1 Ali Farag will square up against world No. 2 Aly Kandra of Germany in the opening round of the PSA Men’s World Championships.

**Mancini’s Tenure**

Roberto Mancini has given youth a formation in the 17 months since taking over as coach of the Italian national team.